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Once, after the knot of  grace, after the brawl
of  the heat-wave sun, and the smooth serenity

of  death, and the stars melted in their eaves,
pricked by the coiled warp beat of  their shadows,

you were the stillness after a meteor’s flurry,
like a volcano beating its slow drum

beside the shadowed, pierced purity of  a sky mountain
melting in the world of  its soul, twitching its mind awake,

hidden amongst the clouds wilting at the edge of  what
we knew. You were melting valleys and tangerine

cherries slumming in a sky of  fire, a dark, sinful,
angelic turret of  matted purity. And i loved you,

like a static shiver, a frost-bitten breeze,
a trickling bead of  icy sweat. i loved you,

through the chutes of  water filth, with the rippled
whisper of  a star lake filled with fresh apples,

like a fire tribe of  death wind blowing through
a consciousness of  a town. i loved you,

with the beating sincerity of  angels, with the purity
of  the sun’s lacquered heat. i was wearing a prom dress

of  lost dust, girdled in the serenity of  your touch,
of  your freckled wing matted against my cheek.

i remember, we were walking toward heaven,
by the lost pool of  our majestic ashes.

i remember it all now. i wear it like a
filthy staple or a band aid. I remember it all.
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